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power for each user is derived, under a given user selection and uplink resource block (RB) allocation scheme. Finally, the user selection and uplink RB allocation is optimized so as to minimize the FL loss function. Simulation results show that the proposed joint federated learning and communication framework can reduce the FL loss function value by up to 10% and 16%, respectively, compared to: 1) An optimal user selection algorithm with random resource allocation and 2) a standard FL algorithm with random user selection and resource allocation.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Standard machine learning approaches require centralizing the training data on one machine or in a data center [2] - [4] . However, due to privacy and limited communication resources for data transmission, it is impractical for all users engaged in learning to transmit all of their collected data to a data center or a cloud. This, in turn, motivates the development of distributed learning frameworks that allow devices to use individually collected data to train a learning model locally.
One of the most promising of such distributed learning frameworks is the so-called federated learning (FL) algorithm developed in [5] . FL is a distributed machine learning algorithm that enables users to collaboratively learn a shared prediction model while keeping their collected data on their devices [6] - [10] . However, to train an FL algorithm in a distributed manner, the users must transmit the training parameters over wireless links which can introduce training errors, due to the limited wireless resources (e.g., bandwidth) and the inherent unreliability of wireless links.
A. Related Works key contributions include: • We propose a novel FL model in which cellular-connected wireless users transmit their locally trained FL models to a base station (BS) that generates the global FL model and transmits it back to the users. For the considered FL model, the bandwidth for uplink transmission is limited and, hence, the BS needs to select appropriate users to execute the FL algorithm so as to minimize the FL loss function. In addition, the impact of the wireless packet transmission errors on the parameter update process of the FL model is explicitly considered.
• In the developed joint communication and FL model, the BS must optimize its resource allocation and the users must optimize their transmit power allocation so as to decrease the packet error rates of each user thus improving the performance of federated learning. To this end, we formulate this joint resource allocation and user selection problem for FL as an optimization problem whose goal is to minimize the value of the FL loss function while meeting the delay and energy consumption requirements. Hence, our framework jointly considers learning and wireless networking metrics.
• To solve this problem, we first derive a closed-form expression for the expected convergence rate of the FL algorithm so as to build an explicit relationship between the packet error rates and the performance of the FL algorithm. Based on this relationship, the optimization problem can be simplified as an mixed-integer nonlinear programming problem. To solve this simplified problem, we first find the optimal transmit power under given user selection and resource block (RB) allocation. Then, we transform the original optimization problem into a bipartite matching problem that is solved using a Hungarian algorithm which finds the optimal, FL-aware user selection and RB allocation strategy.
• To further reduce the effect of the packet transmission errors on the performance and convergence speed of FL, we perform fundamental analysis on the expression of expected convergence rate of FL algorithms, which shows that, the transmit power, RB allocation, and user selection will significantly affect the convergence speed and performance of FL algorithms. Meanwhile, by appropriately setting the learning rate and selecting the number of users that perform FL algorithms, the effect of the transmission errors on FL algorithm can be reduced and the convergence of FL can be guaranteed.
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Global FL model Simulation results show that the transmit power, RB allocation, the number of users will jointly affect the performance of FL over wireless networks. In particular, the simulation result shows that the proposed FL algorithm that considers the wireless factors can achieve up to 10% and 16% reduction in the FL loss function compared, respectively, to an optimal user selection algorithm with random resource allocation and a standard FL algorithm (e.g., such as in [12] ) FL with random user selection and resource allocation.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. FL algorithm to sense the wireless environment and generate a holistic radio environment mapping [22] . The use of FL for such applications is important because the data related to the wireless environment is distributed across the network [9] and the BS cannot collect all of this scattered data to implement a centralized learning algorithm. FL enables the BS and the users to collaboratively learn a shared learning model while keeping all of the training data at the device of each user. In an FL algorithm, each user will use its collected training data to train an FL model. For example, for radio environment mapping, each user will collect the data related to the wireless environment for training an FL model. Hereinafter, the FL model that is trained at the device of each user (using the data collected by the user itself) is called the local FL model. The BS is used to integrate the local FL models and generate a shared FL model. This shared FL model is used to improve the local FL model of each user so as to enable the users to collaboratively perform a learning task without training data transfer. Hereinafter, the FL model that is generated by the BS using the local FL models of its associated users is called the global FL model. As shown in Fig. 1 , the uplink from the users to the BS is used to transmit the parameters related to the local FL model while the downlink is used to transmit the parameters 
A. Machine Learning Model
In our model, each user i collects a marix X i = [x i1 , . . . , x iK i ] of input data, where K i is the number of the samples collected by each user i and each element x ik is an input vector of the FL algorithm. The size of x ik depends on the specific FL task. Our approach, however, is applicable to any generic FL algorithm and task. Let y ik be the output of x ik . For simplicity, we consider an FL algorithm with a single output, however, our approach can be readily generalized to a case with multiple outputs [12] . The output data vector for training the FL algorithm of user i is
We assume that the data collected by each user i is different from the other users, i.e., (x i = x n , i = n, i, n ∈ U ). We define a vector w i to capture the parameters related to the local FL model that is trained by x i and y i . In particular, w i determines the local FL model of each user i. For example, in a linear regression learning algorithm, x T ik w i represents the predicted output and w i is a weight vector that determines the performance of the linear regression learning algorithm. The training process of an FL algorithm is done in a way to solve the following optimization problem:
K i is total size of training data of all users and g is the global FL model that is generated by the BS and f (w i , x ik , y ik ) is a loss function. The loss function captures the performance of the FL algorithm. For different learning tasks, the FL performance captured by the loss function is different. For example, for a prediction learning task, the loss function captures the prediction accuracy of FL. In contrast, for a classification learning task, the loss function captures the classification accuracy. Meanwhile, for different FL algorithms, different loss functions can be defined [23] . For example, for a linear regression FL, the loss function is
As the prediction errors (i.e., x T ik w i − y ik ) increase, the loss function f (w i , x ik , y ik ) increases. Constraint (1a) is used to ensure that, once the FL algorithm converges, all of the users and the BS will share the same FL model for their learning task.
This captures the fact that the purpose of an FL algorithm is to enable the users and the BS to learn an optimal global FL model without data transfer. To solve (1), the BS will transmit the parameters g of the global FL model to its users so that they train their local FL models.
Then, the users will transmit their local FL models to the BS to update the global FL model. The detailed procedure of training an FL algorithm [24] to minimize the loss function in (1) is shown in Fig. 2 . In FL, the update of each user i's local FL model w i depends on the global model g while the update of the global model g depends on all of the users' local FL models.
The update of the local FL model w i depends on the learning algorithm. For example, one can use gradient descent, stochastic gradient descent, or randomized coordinate descent [12] to update the local FL model. The update of the global model g is given by [12] :
During the training process, each user will first use its training data X i and y i to train the local FL model w i and then, it will transmit w i to the BS via wireless cellular links. Once the BS receives the local FL models from all participating users, it will update the global FL model based on (2) and transmit the global FL model g to all users to optimize the local FL models. As time elapses, the BS and users can find their optimal FL models and use them to minimize the loss function in (1) . Since all of the local FL models are transmitted over wireless cellular links, once they are received by the BS, they may contain erroneous symbols due to the unreliable nature of the wireless channel, which, in turn, will have a significant impact on the performance of FL. Meanwhile, the BS must update the global FL model once it receives all of the local FL models from its users and, hence, the wireless transmission delay will significantly affect the convergence of the FL algorithm. In consequence, to deploy FL over a wireless network, one must jointly consider the wireless and learning performance and factors.
B. Transmission Model
For uplink, we assume that an orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA) technique in which each user occupies one RB. The uplink rate of user i transmitting its local FL parameters to the BS is given by:
where r i = [r i,1 , . . . , r i,R ] is an RB allocation vector with R being the total number of RBs, r i,n ∈ {0, 1} and R n=1 r i,n = 1; r i,n = 1 indicates that RB n is allocated to user i, and r i,n = 0, otherwise; U n represents the set of users that are located at the other service areas and transmit data over RB n; B U is the bandwidth of each RB and P i is the transmit power of user i; h i is the channel gain between user i and the BS; N 0 is the noise power spectral density;
is the interference caused by the users that are located in other service areas (e.g., other BSs not participating in the FL algorithm) and use the same RB. Note that, although we ignore the optimization of resource allocation for the users located at the other service areas, we must consider the interference caused by the users in other service areas (if they are sharing RBs with the considered FL users), since this interference may significantly affect the packet error rates and the performance of FL.
Similarly, the downlink data rate achieved by the BS when transmitting the parameters of global FL model to each user i is given by:
where B D is the bandwidth that the BS used to broadcast the global FL model of each user i; P B is the transmit power of the BS; B is the set of other BSs that cause interference to the BS that performs the FL algorithm; h ij is the channel gain between user i and BS j. Given the uplink data rate c U i in (3) and the downlink data rate c D i in (4), the transmission delays between user i and the BS over uplink and downlink are respectively specified as:
where function Z (x) is the data size of x which is defined as the number of bits that the users or the BS require to transmit vector x over wireless links. In particular, Z (w i ) represents the number of bits that each user i requires to transmit local FL model w i to the BS while Z (g) is the number of bits that the BS requires to transmit the global FL model g to each user. Here, Z (w i ) and Z (g) are determined by the type of implemented FL algorithm. From (2), we see that the number of elements in the global FL model g is similar to that of each user i's local FL model w i . Hence, we assume Z (w i ) = Z (g).
C. Packet Error Rates
For simplicity, we assume that each local FL model w i will be transmitted as a single packet in the uplink. A cyclic redundancy check (CRC) mechanism is used to check the data errors in the received local FL models at the BS. In particular, C (w i ) = 0 indicates that the local FL model received by the BS contains data errors; otherwise, we have C (w i ) = 1. The packet error rate experienced by the transmission of each local FL model w i to the BS is given by [25] :
where
 is the packet error rate over RB n with m being a waterfall threshold [25] .
In the considered system, whenever the received local FL model contains errors, the BS will not use it for the update of the global FL model. We also assume that the BS will not ask the corresponding users to resend their local FL models when the received local FL models contain data errors. Instead, the BS will directly use the remaining correct local FL models to update the global FL model. As a result, the global FL model in (2) can be given by:
where a = [a 1 , . . . , a U ] is the vector of the user selection index with a i = 1 indicating that user i performs the FL algorithm and a i = 0, otherwise,
is the total number of training data samples, which depends on the user selection vector a and packet transmission C (w i ), K i w i C (w i ) = 0 indicates that the local FL model of user i contains data errors and, hence, the BS will not use it to generate the global FL model, and g (a, P , R) is the global FL model that explicitly incorporates the effect of wireless transmission. From (8), we see that the global FL model also depends on the resource allocation matrix R, user selection vector a, and transmit power vector P .
D. Energy Consumption Model
In our network, the energy consumption of each user consists of the energy needed for two purposes: a) Transmission of the local FL model and b) Training of the local FL model. The energy consumption of each user i is given by [26] :
where ϑ is the frequency of the central processing unit (CPU) clock of each user i, ω i is the number of CPU cycles required for computing per bit data of user i, and ς is the energy consumption coefficient depending on the chip of each user i's device [26] . In (9) ,
is the energy consumption of user i training the local FL model at its own device and P i l U i (r i , P i ) represents the energy consumption of local FL model transmission from user i to the BS. Note that, since the BS can have continuous power supply, we do not consider the energy consumption of the BS in our optimization problem.
E. Problem Formulation
To jointly design the wireless network and the FL algorithm, we now formulate an optimization problem whose goal is to minimize the FL loss function, while factoring in the wireless network parameters. This minimization problem includes optimizing transmit power allocation as well as resource allocation for each user. The minimization problem is given by:
where γ T is the delay requirement for implementing the FL algorithm, γ E is the energy consumption of the FL algorithm, and B is the total downlink bandwidth. From (7) and (8), we see that the transmit power and resource allocation determine the packet error rate, thus affecting the update of the global FL model. In consequence, the loss function of the FL algorithm in (10) depends on the resource allocation and transmit power. Moreover, (10c) shows that, in order to perform an FL algorithm, the users must satisfy a specific delay requirement. In particular, in an FL algorithm, the BS must wait to receive the local model of each user before updating its global FL model. Hence, transmission delay plays a key role in the FL performance. In a practical FL algorithm, it is desirable that all users transmit their local FL models to the BS simultaneously. From (10d), we see that to perform the FL algorithm, a given user must have enough energy to transmit and update the local FL model throughout the FL iterative process. If this given user does not have enough energy, the BS should choose this user to participate in the FL process. In consequence, in order to implement an FL algorithm in a real-world network, the wireless network must provide low energy consumption and latency, and highly reliable data transmission.
III. ANALYSIS OF THE PERFORMANCE OF FEDERATED LEARNING
To solve (10), we first need to analyze how the packet error rate affects the performance of the federated learning. To find the relationship between the packet error rates and the performance of the federated learning, we must first analyze the convergence rate of FL. However, since the update of the global FL model depends on the instantaneous signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR), we can analyze only the expected convergence rate of FL. Here, we first analyze the expected convergence rate of FL. Then, we show how the packet error rate affects the performance of the FL in (10).
In the studied network, the users adopt a standard gradient descent method to update their local FL models as done in [12] . Therefore, during the training process, the update of user i's local FL model w i at time t is given by:
where λ is the learning rate and ∇f (g t (a, P , R) , x ik , y ik ) is the gradient of f (g t (a, P , R) , x ik , y ik ) with respect to g t (a, P , R).
We assume that F (g) = 1
where g is short for g (a, P , R). Based on (11), the update of global FL model g at time t can be given by:
We also assume that the FL algorithm converges to an optimal global FL model g * after the learning steps. To derive the expected convergence rate of FL, we first make the following assumptions:
• First, we assume that the gradient ∇F (g) of F (g) is uniformly Lipschitz continuous with respect to g [27] . Hence, we have:
where L is a positive constant and g t+1 − g t is the norm of g t+1 − g t .
• Second, we assume that F (g) is strongly convex with positive parameter µ, such that:
• We also assumed that F (g) is twice-continuously differentiable. Based on (14) and (15),
we have:
• We also assume that ∇f
These assumptions can be easily satisfied by the general FL loss functions such as linear or logistic loss functions. The expected convergence rate of the FL algorithms can now be obtained by the following theorem.
Theorem 1. Given the transmit power vector P , RB allocation matrix R, user selection vector a, optimal global FL model g * , and the learning rate λ = 1 L , the upper bound of E[F (g t+1 )−F (g * )] can be given by:
Proof. See Appendix A.
From Theorem 1, we see that, when the learning rate λ is a constant (λ = 1 L ), the FL algorithm that considers the effect of the packet error rates will finally converge as t increases. However,
. This gap is caused by the packet errors and user selection policy. As the packet error rate decreases, the gap between E[F (g t )] and E[F (g * )] decreases. Meanwhile, as the number of users that implement the FL algorithm increases, the gap also decreases. Moreover, as the packet error rate decreases, the value of A also decreases, which indicates that the convergence speed of the FL algorithm improves. Hence, it is necessary to optimize resource allocation, user selection, and transmit power for the implementation of any FL algorithm over a realistic wireless network.
According to Theorem 1, the following result is derived to guarantee the convergence of the FL algorithm. Proposition 1. Given the learning rate λ = 1 L , to guarantee convergence and reduce the effect of packet errors on the FL algorithm, ζ 2 must satisfy:
Proof. From Theorem 1, we see that when A < 1,
1−A and the FL algorithm converges. In consequence, to guarantee the convergence, we only need to make
From (16), we see that µ < L and, hence, µ L < 1. To make A max < 1, we only need to ensure that µζ 2 L − 2µ L < 0. Therefore, we have ζ 2 < 2. To enable ∇f (g t , x ik , y ik ) 2 ≤ ζ 1 + ζ 2 ∇ F (g t ) 2 , we have ζ 2 > 1. This completes the proof.
From Proposition 1, we see that the convergence of the FL algorithm depends on the parameters related to the approximation of ∇ F (g t ) 2 . Using Proposition 1, we can determine the convergence of the FL algorithm based on the approximation of ∇ F (g t ) 2 . From Theorem 1 and Proposition 1, we can also see that the number of training data samples will not affect the convergence of the FL algorithm but it affects the value that the FL algorithm converges to.
Based on Theorem 1, next, we can also derive the convergence rate of an FL algorithm when there are no packet errors. Lemma 1. Given the optimal global FL model g * and the learning rate λ = 1 L , the upper bound of E[F (g t+1 ) − F (g * )] for an FL algorithm without considering packet errors and user selection is given by:
Proof. Since the FL algorithms do not consider the packet error rates and user selection, we
Then (19) can be derived based on (17) .
From Lemma 1, we can observe that, if we do not consider the packet transmission errors, the FL algorithm will converge to the optimal global FL model without any gaps. This result also corresponds to the result in the existing works (e.g., [27] ). In the following section, we show how one can leverage the result in Theorem 1 to solve the proposed problem (10).
IV. OPTIMIZATION OF PREDICTION ERRORS FOR FEDERATED LEARNING ALGORITHM
In this section, our goal is to minimize the FL loss function when considering the underlying wireless network constraints. To solve the problem in (10), we must first simplify it. From Theorem 1, we can see that, to minimize the loss function in (10), we need to only minimize the
When A ≥ 1, the FL algorithm will not converge. In consequence, here, we only consider the minimization of the FL loss function when A < 1.
Hence, as t is large enough, which captures the asymptotic convergence behavior of FL, we have A t = 0. The gap can be rewritten as follows:
. (20) From (20), we can observe that minimizing ζ 1
r i,n and q i (r i , P i ) = R n=1 r i,n q i,n , when a i = 1, q i (r i , P i ) ≤ 0 and when a i = 0, q i (r i , P i ) = 0. In consequence, we have a i q i (r i , P i ) = q i (r i , P i ). The problem in (10) can be simplified as follows:
Next, we first find the optimal transmit power for each user given the uplink RB allocation matrix R. Then, we find the uplink RB allocation to minimize the FL loss function.
A. Optimal Transmit Power
The optimal transmit power of each user i can be determined by the following lemma.
Proposition 2. Given the uplink RB allocation vector r i of each user i, the optimal transmit power of each user i, P * i is given by:
where P i,γ E satisfies the equality ςω i ϑ 2 Z (X i ) +
Proof. See Appendix B.
From Proposition 2, we see that the optimal transmit power depends on the size of the collected data Z (X i ), the size of the local FL model Z (w i ), and the interference in each RB. In particular, as the size of the collected data and local FL model increases, each user must spend more energy for training FL model and, hence, the energy that can be used for data transmission decreases.
In consequence, the value of the FL loss function increases.
B. Optimal Uplink Resource Block Allocation
Based on Proposition 2 and (7), the optimization problem in (21) can be simplified as follows:
s. t. (10a), (10b), and (10e),
Obviously, the objective function (23) is a mixed-integer linear programming problem, which can be solved by using bipartite matching algorithm [28] . Compared to traditional convex optimization algorithms, using bipartite matching to solve problem (23) does not require computing the gradients of each variable nor dynamically adjusting the step size for convergence.
To use a bipartite matching algorithm for solving problem (23), we first transform the optimization problem into a bipartite matching problem. We construct a bipartite graph A = (U × R, E)
where R is the set of RBs that can be allocated to each user, each vertex in U represents a user and each vertex in R represents an RB, and E is the set of edges that connect to the vertices from each set U and R. Let ϑ in ∈ E be the edge connecting vertex i in U and vertex n in R with ϑ in ∈ {0, 1}, where ϑ in = 1 indicates that RB n is allocated to user i, otherwise, we have ϑ in = 0. Let matching T be a subset of edges in E, in which no two edges share a common vertex in R, such that each RB n can only be allocated to one user (constraint (10e) is satisfied).
Nevertheless, in T , all of the edges associated with a vertex i ∈ U will not share a common vertex n ∈ R, such that each user i can occupy only one RB (constraint (10b) is satisfied). The weight of edge ϑ in is given by:
From (24), we can see that when RB n is allocated to user i, if the delay and energy requirements cannot be satisfied, we will have ψ in = +∞, which indicates that RB n will not be allocated to user i. The goal of this formulated bipartite matching problem is to find an optimal matching set T * that can minimize the weights of the edges in T * . A standard Hungarian algorithm [29] can be used to find the optimal matching set T * . When the optimal matching set is found, the optimal RB allocation is determined.
C. Implementation and Complexity
Next, we first analyze the implementation of the Hungarian algorithm. To implement the Hungarian algorithm for finding the optimal matching set T * , the BS must first calculate the packet error rate q i,n , total delay l U i (r i,n , P * i ) + l D i , and the energy consumption e i (r i,n , P * i ) of each user transmitting the local FL model over each RB n. To calculate the packet error rate q i,n and total delay l U i (r i,n , P * i ) + l D i , the BS must know the SINR over each RB and the data size of FL model. The BS can use channel estimation methods to learn the SINR over each RB.
The data size of the FL model depends on the learning task. To implement an FL mechanism, the BS must first send the FL model information and the learning task information to the users.
In consequence, the BS will learn the data size of FL model before the execution of the FL algorithm. To calculate the energy consumption e i (r i,n , P * i ) of each user, the BS must learn each user's device information such as CPU. This device information can be learned by the BS when the users initially connect to the BS. Given the packer error rate q i,n , total delay l U i (r i,n , P * i )+l D i , and the energy consumption e i (r i,n , P * i ) of each user, the BS can compute ψ in according to (24) . Given ψ in , i ∈ U, n ∈ R, the Hungarian algorithm can be used to find the optimal matching set T * . Since (23) is a mixed-integer linear programming problem, it admits an optimal matching set T * and the Hungarian algorithm will finally find the optimal matching set T * .
With regards to the complexity of the Hungarian algorithm, it must first use U R iterations to calculate the packer error rate, total delay, and energy consumption of each user over each RB. After that, the Hungarian algorithm will update the values of ψ in so as to find the optimal matching set T * . The worst complexity of the hungarian algorithm to find the optimal matching set T * is O (U 2 R) [30] . In contrast, the best complexity is O (U R). In consequence, the major complexity lies in calculating the weight of each edge and updating the edges in the matching set T . However, in the Hungarian algorithm, we need to only perform simple operations such as K i (q i,n − 1) without calculation for the gradients of each valuables nor adjusting the step sizes as done in the optimization algorithms. Meanwhile, Algorithm 1 is implemented by the BS in a centralized manner and the BS will have sufficient computational resources to implement it.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
For our simulations, we consider a circular network area having a radius r = 500 m with one BS at its center servicing U = 20 uniformly distributed users. The other parameters used in simulations are listed in Table I . The data used to train the FL algorithm is generated randomly from [0, 1]. The input x and the output y follow the function y = −2x + 1 + n × 0.4 where n follows a Gaussian distribution N (0, 1). The FL algorithm is used to model the relationship between x and y (i.e., FL is used as a linear regression). For comparison purposes, we use two baselines: a) an FL algorithm that optimizes user selection with random resource allocation and b) an FL algorithm that randomly determines user selection and resource allocation. Baseline a) is actually an FL algorithm without consideration of wireless factors. Baseline b) is a conventional FL in [12] without consideration of wireless factors nor optimizing FL performance. Fig. 3 shows an example of using FL for linear regression. In this figure, the red crosses are the data samples. In the optimal FL, the optimal RB allocation, user association, and transmit power powers are derived using a heuristic search method. From Fig. 3 , we see that the proposed FL algorithm can fit the data samples more accurately than baselines a) and b). This is due to the fact that the proposed FL algorithm jointly considers the learning and wireless factors and, hence, it can optimize user selection and resource allocation to reduce the effect of wireless transmission errors on training FL algorithm and improve the performance of the FL algorithm. Fig. 3 also shows that the proposed algorithm can reach the same performance as the optimal FL, which verifies that the proposed algorithm can find an optimal solution using the Hungarian algorithm. Fig. 4 shows how the value of the FL loss function changes as the total number of users varies.
In this figure, an appropriate subset of users is selected to perform the FL algorithm. From Fig.   4 , we can observe that, as the number of users increases, the value of the loss function decreases. Moreover, as the number of users increases, the effect of packet errors on the global FL model decreases. This is due to the fact that an increase in the number of users leads to more data available for the FL algorithm training and, hence, improving the accuracy of approximation of the gradient of the loss function. Fig. 4 also shows that the proposed algorithm reduces the loss function by, respectively, up to 10% and 16% compared to baselines a) and b). The 10% reduction of the loss function stems from the fact that the proposed algorithm optimizes the resource allocation. The 16% reduction stems from the fact that the proposed algorithm joint considers learning and wireless effects and, hence, it can optimize the user selection and resource allocation to reduce the FL loss function. Fig. 4 also shows that when the number of users is less than 12, the value of the loss function decreases quickly. In contrast, as the number of users continues to increase, the value of the FL loss function decreases slowly. This is because, for a higher number of users, the BS will have enough data samples to accurately approximate the gradient of the loss function.
In Fig. 5 , we show how the transmission errors affect the convergence of the global FL model. From Fig. 5 , we see that, as the number of iterations increases, the global FL model of all considered learning algorithms decreases first and, then remains unchanged. Here, the global FL model remains unchanged which shows that the global FL model converges. From Fig. 5 , we can also see that the decrease speed in the value of the global FL model is different during each iteration. This is due to the fact that the local FL models that are received by the BS may contain data errors and the BS may not be able to use them for the update of the global FL model. In consequence, at each iteration, the number of local FL models that can be used for the update of the global FL model will be different. Fig. 5 also shows that a gap exists between the proposed algorithm and baselines a) and b). This gap is caused by the packet errors. Meanwhile, Fig. 5 clearly shows that the proposed algorithm can converge faster than both baselines a) and b). This is because the proposed algorithm can optimize the user selection and resource allocation to improve the convergence speed. This is due to the fact that, as the number of data samples increases, all of the considered learning algorithms can use more data samples for training. Fig. 6 also demonstrates that, when the number of data samples is less than 30, the value of the loss function decreases quickly.
However, as the number of data samples continues to increase, the value of the loss function remains unchanged. This is due to the fact that as the number of data samples is over 30, the BS has enough data samples to approximate the gradient of the loss function.
In Fig. 7 , we show the number of iterations that the Hungarian algorithm needs to find the optimal RB allocation as a function of the number of users. From this figure, we can see that, as the number of users increases, the number of iterations needed to find the optimal RB allocation -500 0 500
x-axis (m) increases. This is because, as the number of users increases, the size of the edge weight matrix in (24) increases and, hence, the Hungarian algorithm needs to use more iterations to find the optimal RB allocation. Fig. 7 also shows when the number of users is smaller than the number of RBs, the number of iterations needed to find the optimal RB allocation increases slowly.
However, as the number of users continues to increase, the number of iterations significantly increases. Fig. 7 also shows that, when the number of users is larger than 10, the number of iterations needed to find the optimal RB allocation for a network with 10 RBs is larger than that of a network with 15 RBs. This is due to the fact that as the number of users is larger than 10, the gap between the number of users and the number of RBs for a network with 10 RBs is larger than that for a network with 15 RBs. Fig. 8 shows an example of the users that participate in the FL algorithm over a wireless network with 20 users. In this figure, the blue points indicate the users that are selected to perform the FL algorithm while the black points indicate users that are not selected for the implementation of the FL algorithm. In particular, due to the energy consumption and delay requirements, users 2, 3, and 4 are not selected to perform the FL algorithm. Users 1 and 5 were also not selected for the implementation of the FL algorithm due to the limited number of RBs. 25 
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have developed a novel framework that enables the implementation of FL algorithms over wireless networks. We have formulated an optimization problem that jointly considers user selection and resource allocation for the minimization of the value of FL loss function. To solve this problem, we have derived the closed-form expression of the expected convergence rate of the FL algorithm that considers the wireless factors. Based on the derived expected convergence rate, the optimal transmit power is determined given the user selection and uplink RB allocation. Then, the Hungarian algorithm is used to find the optimal user selection and RB allocation so as to minimize the FL loss function. Simulation results have shown that the joint federated learning and communication framework yields significant improvements in the performance compared to the existing implementation of the FL algorithm that does not account for the wireless factors.
APPENDIX
A. Proof of Theorem 1
To prove Theorem 1, we first rewrite F (g t+1 ) using the second-order Taylor expansion, which can be expressed by:
where the inequality stems from the assumption in (16) . Given the learning rate λ = 1 L , based on (12), the expected optimization function E[F (g t+1 )] can be expressed as:
where (a) stems from the fact that Lλ 2 2 ∇F (g t ) − o 2 = 1 2L ∇F (g t ) 2 − 1 L o T ∇F (g t ) + 1 2L o 2 . Next, we derive E ( o 2 ), which can be given as follows:
Since
∇f (g t , x ik , y ik 2 ) and ∇f (g t , x ik , y ik ) 2 ≤ ζ 1 + ζ 2 ∇ F (g t ) 2 , (27) can be simplified as follows:
∇f (g, x ik , y ik ) 2 (1 − a i C (w i )) , ≤ E ζ 1 + ζ 2 ∇ F (g t ) 2 (1 − a i C (w i )) ,
(1 − a i + a i q i (r i , P i )).
Therefore, we have:
Subtract E[F (g * )] in both sides of (29), we have:
By minimizing both sides of (15) with respect to g t+1 , we have:
The minimization of the left-hand side is achieved by g t+1 = g * , while the minimization of the right-hand side is achieved by g t+1 = g t − 1 µ ∇F (g t ). Minimizing (31) yields:
Hence, we have ∇F (g t ) 2 ≥ 2µ(F (g t ) − F (g * )).
Substituting (33) into (30), we have:
K i (1 − a i + a i q i (r i , P i )) E(F (g t ) − F (g * )).
(34)
K i (1 − a i + a i q i (r i , P i )). Applying (34) recursively, we have:
This completes the proof.
B. Proof of Proposition 2
To prove Proposition 2, we first prove that e i (r i , P i ) is an increasing function of P i . Based on (3) and (9), we have:
where κ i,n = h i i ∈U n P i h i +B U N 0 . The first derivative of e i (r i , P i ) with respect to P i is given by:
Since ∂e i (r i ,P i ) ∂P i is always positive, e i (r i , P i ) is a monotonically increasing function. Contradiction is used to prove Proposition 2. We assume that P i (P i = P * i ) is the optimal transmit power of user i. In (10d), e i (r * i , P i,γ E ) is a monotonically increasing function of P i . Hence, as P i > P * i , e i (r * i , P i ) > γ E , which does not meet the constraint (10f). From (7), we see that, the packer error rates decrease as the transmit power increases. Thus, as P i < P * i , we have q i (r i , P * i ) q i (r i , P i ). In consequence, as P i < P * i , P i cannot minimize the function in (21) . Hence, we have P i = P * i . This completes the proof.
